Tips for Parents!
Save time by placing jewelry, watches, and other metal
items in your carry-on baggage. If you are wearing metal
items you may be required to undergo further screening.
Can you find all 4 sets of 3 metal objects hidden in the big grid below?
Remember to look up, down, and across both ways!
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Remove liquid items, laptops, video cameras, and cameras
from carry-on cases and place them in the trays provided.

You CAN Take it on the Plane!
If it is a liquid, gel or aerosol in an original container of
100 mL/100g (3.4 oz) or less you can take it on the plane.
Put all your containers in one clear closed resealable
plastic bag no bigger than 1 litre. One bag per person.
To do the sudoku
puzzle, fill in the grid
so that the numbers
1 through 4 appear in
every row, every
column, and every
2x2 box.

For an extra challenge,
try this sudoku with the
numbers 1 through 6!

EXEMPTIONS from the 100 mL rule include baby formula, baby food, and milk
or juice if travelling with children under 2 years old. Also, prescription medicine
and essential non-prescription medicines are exempted. Passengers must
declare all such items to security screening authorities. Additional screening
could be required. No bag needed for exempt items.

RCMP at EIA
Did you know that EIA has its very own Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) officers that work at the airport to
keep you safe? Pretty cool isn’t it?! They even have their own
police station right here at EIA!
EIA is also home to a police dog called Bond! She is a German
Shepherd. Bond loved police dog training school and loves her
job at the airport even more!
Bond is like an animal
superhero with all the
cool things she can do.
Bond can track bad guys
with her nose and sniff
out 15 different types
of explosives!

Bond has
super-power
smelling
abilities!
If you could
have any
super-power
what would
it be?

Can you colour
Bond’s picture?

Living Wall
What is a living wall? It is a whole wall made up of lots of
square pockets. Inside each pocket is a plant. The plants
clean the air that people breathe and everyone enjoys
seeing the beautiful wall of plants.
EIA has the VERY FIRST living wall ever to be installed
inside an airport
terminal anywhere
in the world!

End!

Start

Can you find your way to
the centre of the flower
beginning at the bottom
of the stem?

Family Services
Nurseries equipped with change tables and nursing chairs
are located after security in the Departures Lounge. All of
the washrooms at EIA are equipped with changing tables.
Can you unscramble the letters into words? If you need a clue look at the
pictures! After, you can colour the pictures and match them with the
unscrambled words!

TOLBET
LORSTLER
FIGT
DEYDT
SEROOHT
BRIC
THECLOS
ANSWER: bottle, stroller, gift, teddy, soother, crib, clothes

Family Food & Beverage at EIA
You can get a whole meal or a snack at any one of the
restaurants and snack bars in the airport. Lots of delicious
choices for everyone’s taste.
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Can you solve the puzzle
by using the clues?
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Down
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A warm drink for cold days.
These taste best dipped in milk!
_____ on the cob; a summer treat!
Cows produce this healthy drink.
_____& meatballs; Italian dinner.
A cold, drippy treat in a cone.
It’s a fruit AND a colour!

A sweet fizzy drink.
Monkeys love these.
There are ‘snap’ & ‘sugar’ varieties.
A crunchy Mexican food.
______strips, wings or nuggets.
Macaroni and ______. Yum yum!
A drink of blended fruits & veggies.
This veggie is good for your eyes!
A small red fruit with a pit.
This bread product has a hole in it.

ANSWERS: ACROSS: 5.Hotchocolate 7.Cookies
9.Corn 11.Milk 14.Spaghetti 16.Icecream 17.Orange
DOWN: 1.Pop 2.Bananas 3.Peas 4.Taco 6.Chicken
7.Cheese 10.Smoothie 12.Carrot 13.Cherry 15.Bagel

Suitcase Tic Tac Toe
Instructions: Ask a parent or sibling to play with you!
You can play either X or O. Take turns and try to get three in a row!

Central Tower
There is an air traffic control area at EIA built onto the
tower. The tower is located close to the runways so
the controllers can see
the planes easily.
The air traffic
controllers tell the
planes when to take
off and where to
park when they
arrive at EIA!
This is a drawing of
the Central Tower.
The outside of the
tower looks like
winter snow drifts!

(B)

(C)

(A)

(E)
(D)

ANSWER: (D)

Which shadow
matches the central
tower (shown above)?

Art
If you are travelling through the US departures lounge,
you will see a big copper art sculpture (called
Kopperscape) sticking out of the floor. You are allowed to
sit on the seats there (if your mom or dad says it is okay).
There is a stage right in the middle where performers
sing and play music. The art was created especially for
EIA and you won’t see it anywhere else in the world!
Can you unscramble the
letters to reveal the name
of each instrument?
Then match each word
to its picture!

UDMRS
AIUGRT
AEIOUBMNRT
AIONP
AOBJN
EUMPRTT

ANSWERS: drums, guitar,
tambourine, piano, banjo, trumpet

Common Use Lounge
The Common Use Lounge is a special area for grownups,
little kids, teenagers – everybody! It is after security.
Your family can pay for you to eat food, relax and use the
internet (wi-fi) while you wait for your plane!

(A)

(E)

(D)

(C)

(F)
Which puzzle piece
is not from the
picture below?

ANSWER: (C)

(B)

Game Time!
Instructions:
1. Ask a parent for 3 coins (for 2 players).
(One to flip and one per player as a marker)
2. Place your marker coin on “START”
3. Flip the extra coin:
If you get ‘heads’ move forward 2 spaces!
If you get ‘tails’ move forward 1 space!
4. The first player to make it to “FINISH” wins
first place!
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Quick!
Look Around
If you can
see a blue
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an extra tur

Your suitcase
broke!
miss one turn
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You left your
teddy bear
at home.
Go back 5
spaces and
get him.

Quick!
Look Around.
If you can see a red
suitcase take an
extra turn.
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2 spaces
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Can you colour
this page?

If you have a t
your suitcase
ahead 2 spa
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miss one
turn
fly ahead
3 spaces

got your
brush!
3
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You shared
your iPad
with your brother.
Fly forward 3
spaces.
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Your plane
is early.
Take an
extra turn.
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Had your
favourite
hamburger for
lunch. Yum!
Move ahead
1 space.
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If you are
going on a
plane today
move ahead
1 space.
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fly ahead
2 spaces
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Children’s Play Areas
There are two play areas at EIA built just for kids– located
by Gate 70 and Gate 80, after security!
Climb on the pretend suitcases, sit on the little plane,
do the puzzles, pretend you are flying!
Your mom and dad can sit on the bench inside the play
area and watch you!
Can you spot 10 differences
between the two pictures?

Once you spot all the
differences, you can colour
the pictures!

ANSWER: 1.freckles, 2.missing mushroom, 3.bigger tree flower, 4.extra tree flower, 5.no flowers on
overalls, 6.slide stripe, 7.shoe colour, 8.extra branch, 9.hairline 10. missing hair-bow

SHHH! Want to know a secret?
Can you help the detective figure out the secret
message? Write the FIRST letter of each symbol
on the line below. When you’re
finished, read the secret
message that has
been revealed!

ANSWER: Travelling is Fun!

Non-stop Fun!
You can fly to over 60 places from Edmonton without
stopping anywhere else! Some of our newest exciting
non-stop destinations include Amsterdam, Netherlands
and Reykjavik, Iceland.
Unscramble the words to discover a secret word! Some of the letters
have been filled in to give you a head start.
HINT: EIA Non-Stop Destination Cities

G

L

E V GLAASS

(hint: US city in Nevada )

H

HNO O ST U

(hint: US city in Texas)

A

A I M U

(hint: Island in Hawaii)

O

NO O O RT T

(hint: Biggest city in Canada)

N

A C C NNU

(hint: City in Mexico)

T

A E E LST T

(hint: US coastal city)

A A K NO O SST

S

A E IJKKRVY

R

(hint: Canadian city and a type of berry)

K

(hint: A beautiful Icelandic city)

Secret Word:

SECRET WORD: SUITCASE
ANSWERS: 1=LAS VEGAS 2=HOUSTON 3=MAUI
4=TORONTO 5=CANCUN 6=SEATTLE 7=SASKATOON
8=REYKJAVIK

EIA

‘s Families & Community

EIA sponsors the Children’s Tent at the Servus Heritage
Festival in Edmonton. We provide all sorts of free games
and activities for children and families over the duration
of the festival. One of our favourites is the super fun
soccer game in front of the tent!

Quick! Study the page for 20 seconds. Then turn
the page and try to see how many things you can
remember! Can you remember all 12 items?

A page for you to DRAW!
Draw a picture of your favourite place to visit!

Draw!

Draw anything you want to! Maybe a pilot? A plane? Your family?

Connect the Dots!
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Can you connect
the dots to reveal
the picture?
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Apron
The apron is the whole area next to the airport building
outside that all the planes park on. More planes can park
next to the airport now because there are 9 new bridges
which are like parking spots for planes!

Can you help the
plane find its way
through the maze to
its parking spot here?

START

Solar Panels
Did you know that there are panels on the airport roof
that absorb sunlight and turn it into energy to heat the
water used in the airport? Isn’t that smart?! Just like
the airport, your house can be powered by the sun too!

Can you trace each solar panel to the
airport, house, or lightbulb that it
supplies power to below?

Arts District Corridor
After your family visits the officer in the US Security area
you can walk down a long hall. There’s a big picture of
downtown Edmonton made out of tile! It is called
Everything Flows, Nothing Stands Still. There are over
90,000 tiles in the whole art piece.
Look closely in the tile art when you’re at the airport and look at the
word search below. Can you find all of the items/words listed in both the
art and the puzzle? They’re all there somewhere!

F U M F S T L N I A H C Y E K S U B
J I N G L E B E L L S Z L O V E B A
H Y J

I T G U I T A R P I C K T T U

D C Y N W O R C Y B U I

L D I N G S

M A R B L E X J U L S D I M A R Y P
K C G M C Y J P B O T T L E C A P M
W P S E H C O O R B F L O W E R S P
T E A C U P H A N D L E S Q A M M O
S I H S E I N O O L E A R R I N G S
N N W B E A D S Y E L L O W T I
J O L R A T S R E V L

L E
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C L W P O G E L D E R Y N H D B X F
Red Lego
Pyramids
Tea cup handles
Yellow tile
Bus key chain

Jingle bells
Loonies
Cows
Beads
Brooches

Bottle cap
Marble
Guitar pick
Silver star
Flowers

Watch
Buildings
Earrings
"Crown"
“LOVE”

Silly Story Fun
Get ready for a silly story! Ask one of your parents or
siblings to name words to fill in the blanks in the story,
but don’t show this page to them.
Once you have all the words
filled in, read it out loud for a
good giggle!

One afternoon my friend _____________called me on the
(BOY’S NAME)

___________to tell me he had a new video game called
(OBJECT)

__________-___________. He invited me to come over
(COLOUR)

(ANIMAL PLURAL)

and play so I __________ over to his __________.
(PAST-TENSE VERB)

(PLACE)

When I got there I was greeted at the door by his
___________ who smelled like _____________. As I
(FAMILY MEMBER)

(SOMETHING SMELLY)

entered ____________’s room I noticed he was eating a
(SAME BOY’S NAME)

huge bowl of ____________ with a side of ___________.
(SOMETHING GROSS)

(FOOD PLURAL)

After eating we sat down on a(n) __________ and
(OBJECT)

started to play. It was even crazier than expected! It
was full of _______-____________ chasing ___________
(COLOUR)

(CREATURE PLURAL)

(SAME ANIMAL)

through a(n) __________. What a(n) __________ game!
(OUTDOOR PLACE)

(ADJECTIVE)
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For more information please contact us at Edmonton International Airport:
t: 780 890 8900 w: flyeia.com
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